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How Agincourt became a propaganda triumph
By courtesy of History Magazine
“WE FEW, WE HAPPY FEW, we band of brothers.” These nine words from Shakespeare’s
Henry V are among the best known in the great playwright’s canon. Yet they are also seriously
misleading. For, as King Henry prepared to do battle with his French foes at Agincourt 600
years ago, he did so not with a hopelessly outnumbered force – as Shakespeare’s description
of the battle would have us believe – but with an army of around 8,500 men.
That army had numbered close to 12,000 when Henry led it across the Channel in mid-August,
making it the largest sent to France since Edward III’s invasion 70 years earlier.

The English king was hellbent on conquering Normandy – and he was not about to fail through
a lack of numbers. But despite the size of his army – and the subsequent acclaim for his
victory at Agincourt as a high-water mark in medieval English history – Henry’s campaign in
Normandy started badly. After more than a month, his army had seized just one target – the
port of Harfleur on the Channel coast – and at a terrible cost. As the author of the
contemporary chronicle Gesta Henrici Quinti observed: “Dysentery carried off more of our
men than the sword and had so direly afflicted and disabled many of the rest that they could
not journey on with him further.”
Muster rolls of the sick show that at least 1,500 were sent home, while Henry’s heavy
bombardment had weakened Harfleur’s walls so much that he was forced to leave a huge
garrison of 1,200 men to defend it. Hardly surprising, then, that he decided to abort his
campaign and attempt to return home quickly via Calais. There is no evidence that he sought a
battle with the French.

So how did the battle at Agincourt come about? The answer is that the French were
determined to catch and crush the English king. When Henry reached the river Somme, he was
dissuaded from attempting to cross by rumours that the French were waiting for him on the
northern bank. Even as Henry moved eastwards, he knew his pursuers would try to intercept
him.
Prisoners had divulged that the French planned to override the English archers, prompting
Henry to “proclaim throughout the army that every archer was to prepare for himself a stake,
square or round, six feet long… and sharpened at both ends. Whenever the French army drew
near to do battle and to break the English ranks… the archers should drive in their stakes in
front of them.” This was a wise precaution, and one that shows Henry’s awareness of the
dangers facing himself and his army.
Once Henry had managed to cross the River Somme, the French sent heralds summoning him
to battle. Agincourt was a pre-arranged battle, and it was the French who wanted to fight it.

On the face of it, all advantages lay with the French. They chose the location and, as they
arrived first, we must assume they chose their position. They also enjoyed a numerical
advantage. Contemporary chroniclers’ claims that the French army numbered anything up to
100,000 men are wildly unrealistic – the figure was probably nearer 12,000 – yet, for all that,
they undoubtedly took to the field with more men than their English rivals.
So why were they unable to make these advantages count? The answer lies in rudderless
leadership, lack of cohesion and the withering power of Henry’s archers.

Archer enemies
The most senior member of the French royal family present at Agincourt on the morning of the
battle was the 21-year-old, militarily inexperienced Duke of Orléans. Chronicles place a great
deal of blame on France’s callow young
leaders, who ignored the warnings of the
older, more seasoned commanders and
predicted that Henry’s men would be afraid of
the larger French army.
Instead, as the author of the Religieux of St
Denis remarked: “The English marched in
resolute fashion on the French, determined to
hazard the chances of combat, and exhorting
each other to fight valiantly to the death.”
The many weeks of living and fighting
together in enemy territory had served to
strengthen rather than undermine English
confidence: they knew that they could rely on
each other in a way that the French, beset by
political divisions and a lack of royal
leadership, could not.
Yet the real ace in Henry’s hand was his corps
of more than 7,000 archers. “French men-at
arms had to push forward across sodden,
muddy ground in the face of a storm of
arrows” These men were not only far more
numerous than their French counterparts
(most of whom were armed with slowreloading crossbows) but also far more effective – and it wasn’t long before they were raining
down hell on their enemies.
The French army’s opening move of the battle to was to launch a cavalry charge against
Henry’s archers in an attempt to knock them out of the fight. This was an entirely sensible
tactic, yet it seems that too few Frenchmen volunteered to take part in the charge, and it failed
to make any impact.
“God and our archers caused them soon to stumble, for our archers did not shoot a single
arrow that day which did not kill and bring to the ground man or horse.” This observation in a
version of the Brut chronicle is an exaggeration – not all of Henry’s 7,000 or so archers were
up to Robin Hood standards – but the cumulative effect of their arrow storm, as well as their
determination and discipline, proved devastating.
The failure of the cavalry charge dealt a serious blow to French prospects of victory. But the
real key to understanding the scale of their defeat lies in what happened when they then
attempted a mass advance on foot.
Up to 5,000 men moved forward, intending to engage in hand-to-hand combat with the English
men-at-arms – troops of similar martial training, armour and equipment. Some did reach the
English lines – which explains the death of the Duke of York in the subsequent fighting – but
the majority failed miserably, falling beneath what one French chronicle described as a
“terrifying hail of arrow shot”.

Imagine what it must have been like, having no choice but to try to push forward slowly across
sodden, muddy ground in the face of a storm of arrows. The fact that the arrows rained down
in spurts rather than a continuous bombardment made it all the more terrifying: the French
didn’t know when they were next going to face the barrage.
The result was a funnelling effect, forcing men to crowd in on each other, packed so close that
they could no longer raise their weapon arms. As men fell over, others piled on top of them,
and many died from suffocation without ever actually engaging in the fight.
Those French men-at-arms who did survive to reach the English line were so disabled that
even the lightly armed English archers were able to enter the melee, “throwing down their
bows and arrows and taking up their swords, hatchets, mallets, axes, falcon beaks and other
weapons”, as the Burgundian soldier Jean de Wavrin put it.
In this scenario, in which hand-to-hand fighting between the men-at-arms of both sides was
limited, it is hardly surprising that English fatalities were relatively low; we don’t know the
exact figure but it’s unlikely to have exceeded a few hundred. The number of French deaths
was much higher, though to date it has only been possible to identify around 500 dead. And
when you factor in that these men met their deaths in just a couple of hours – many of them
hailing from the same noble families in Upper Normandy and Picardy – there’s little doubt that
the impact of the defeat on the area was considerable. At least 320 prisoners can be identified.

So, the English were the conclusive victors at Agincourt. But does that make the battle
medieval England’s finest hour? When considering this question, it’s important to remember
that Agincourt was not a decisive battle. Charles VI may have been known as the ‘mad’ king,
but he was astute enough not to join the French army at Agincourt, nor to send his son, the
dauphin. Therefore, though the English took some high-ranking Frenchmen prisoner, these
were not politically significant enough to force the French to the negotiating table.
However, the battle did enhance Henry’s position at home and gave him leverage to raise
money and troops for further expeditions, culminating in the conquest of Normandy between
1417 and 1419. Not surprisingly, the French chose not to engage Henry in battle again.

Spurious claims
Soon, however, other developments were more significant than Agincourt, especially Charles
VI’s recognition of Henry as his heir and regent of France in the treaty of Troyes of May 1420.
And this event had as much to do with political divisions in France as Henry’s military
prowess.

Though Henry made efforts late in 1416 to have his victory remembered through the saints on
whose day it fell (Crispin and Crispinian, though he also credited St John of Beverley with help
in the battle), there is no evidence that Agincourt achieved ‘cult status’ in any modern sense.
Once Henry was dead, parliament petitioned for campaign wages that had not yet been paid to
be recalled, and there was never any major income from the ransoms of the leading prisoners.

By the middle of the 15th century (when England faced defeat in the Hundred Years’ War),
English military losses in France made Agincourt a distant memory. However, in November
1449, when most of Normandy was already lost, the House of Commons made a significant
gesture by choosing as their speaker Sir John Popham – the only MP who was a veteran of
Agincourt.
Edward IV visited the field during his French campaign of 1475, and the author of The First
English Life of Henry V (1513–14) hoped to stir Henry VIII to action in France by recalling his
namesake’s successes.
For all this, it wasn’t until the late 16th century that Agincourt began to attain its iconic status.
This was linked to a growing interest in late medieval history, genealogy and aspirations to
gentility. In order to acquire coats of arms in the visitations of the heralds, it was useful to
claim that your ancestors had fought at Agincourt.
As a result, many spurious claims were advanced, and tales improved in the telling. One
particularly egregious example came from the Waller family of Groombridge in Kent, who
added the escutcheon (heraldic shield) of Charles of Orléans to their arms between 1592 and
1619 on the false grounds that Richard Waller had captured the duke at the battle and housed
him at Groombridge, making so much money out of the ransom that he could rebuild his
house and church.
In fact, Waller had the duke’s younger brother in his custody, and not as a result of the battle
but through a hostage arrangement of 1412.

French skulls
From the late 16th century onwards, many minor gentry families created Agincourt myths for
themselves. Michael Drayton’s poem The Battaile of Agincourt (1627) regaled its readers with
stories of derring-do – some of which starred men who had not even been at the battle. An
example was John Woodhouse.

He was credited with hitting French soldiers on the head with a large club, which found its
way onto the Woodhouse coat of arms, along with the motto Frappe fort (‘ hit hard’ – the
expression allegedly used by Woodhouse when wielding his club against French skulls).
Shakespeare’s Henry V (1599) is a manifestation of the huge interest in the medieval past that
blossomed in late 16th-century England. Its portrayal of Agincourt dominates modern views of
the battle, to the extent that many people believe that Henry V actually uttered the words
attributed to him by Shakespeare.
The play all but disappeared
from theatres during the 17th
century but enjoyed a
renaissance in the mid-18th
century when its invocation of a
triumphant victory over the
French made it a powerful piece
of propaganda amid renewed
and regular outbreaks of conflict
with France. Indeed, when The
Times first noted the anniversary
of the battle on 25 October 1757,
it was Shakespeare’s words that
it chose to employ.

The Bard’s battle
A study of newspapers reveals
how useful Agincourt, and
especially Shakespeare’s
version of Agincourt, was as a
means of conjuring past
successes against the French
and encouraging contemporary
politicians and soldiers to try to
emulate their predecessors on the battlefield. The French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars
provided a major impetus: the first HMS Agincourt was launched in 1796 and a horse called
Agincourt ran at Newmarket in 1805, the same year that punters could pay a shilling to view
Robert Ker Porter’s picture of the battle – a panorama covering 261 square metres.
Within this scenario, the notion developed that the English had won because of their
democratic tradition. Charles Dickens, in his Child’s History of England (1853), contrasted the
good stout archers with the proud and wicked French nobility who dragged their country to
destruction. A lecture script sent out to accompany the showing in schools and factories of
Laurence Olivier’s film of Henry V in 1944 brought to mind a kind of ‘Tommy Atkins’ of the 15th
century, depicting the archer who broke the charge of the French knights at the battle.
Colonial and pioneer societies have routinely invoked Agincourt, too, as the epitome of a
heroic spirit in challenging circumstances. At the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the
town of Agincourt in Fennimore County, Iowa in 1907, John Philip Sousa was commissioned
to compose his March to Agincourt. Another anniversary, the silver jubilee of King George V in
1935, prompted the BBC to commission the Agincourt overture from Walter Leigh.
The first known tour for those with an interest in inspecting the scenes of Henry V’s triumph
was organised by Thomas Cook in 1886. That Agincourt held a place at the head of the long
list of British military achievements was confirmed by its inclusion in the Army Pageant held at
Fulham Palace in 1910. Since its director was the well-known Shakespearean FR Benson, it is
hardly surprising that the dialogue used was largely penned by the Bard.
By the time of the 500th anniversary of the battle in 1915, Britain and France were allies in the
First World War, engaged in a mortal conflict against a common enemy. The French battalion
stationed near Agincourt invited British officers to share the day with them as a “joint

celebration of an ancient battle day of honourable memory to both”, reported the Illustrated
London News
Stripping away the myths and legends of later centuries, what have we left? For me, Agincourt
is a battle that, above all else, demonstrates the significance of good leadership. Its lessons
are perennial: the size of an army matters less than the skills of its commander and the
cohesion of its troops.
“During the Napoleonic Wars, Agincourt was invoked to inspire Britons to defeat the French
again”

The Battle for the Cypriot Mind: the Propaganda Wars of 1950s Cyprus
By Katie Joice, BBC Archives

Histories of psychological warfare often lack an understanding of how communication
technologies, such as leaflet dropping, are received on the ground. In this excerpt from
her PhD research on 1950s Cyprus, Maria Hadjiathanasiou explores how local
factors affected the outcome of the propaganda war between British imperial forces
and Greek Cypriots.
We have been too much on the defensive… I feel very strongly that we must step up our
propaganda in Cyprus, and make it much more vigorous, offensive and robust. -Field Marshal Harding.
Our success was due, not to experience, but to my deep understanding of Cypriot psychology
and my ‘sense of war’ – the quality of judgment that brings correct decisions in moments of
crisis. - General Grivas
THE ‘CYPRUS EMERGENCY’ (1955-59), one of Britain’s ‘small wars’ that took place during
‘the long twentieth century’, has received only limited attention from historians. As a result,
even less is known about a specific aspect of this aggressive encounter between colonizer
and colonized: propaganda. My doctoral research reveals that propaganda and counterpropaganda campaigns were being waged by Greek Cypriot and British forces in the island,
targeting the Greek Cypriot public’s ‘hearts and minds’.

Focusing on the period between the end of
the Second World War until the island’s
independence in 1960, my work explores
these adversaries’ respective strategies and
tactics, as well as the problems they
encountered on the ground.
During the years of the ‘Cyprus Emergency’
the British colonial government, was “very
much on the defensive” with regard to
propaganda issues, as Field Marshal Harding
observed upon his arrival in the island in
October 1955. He was sent there as Governor
to restore “law and order” by containing the
Greek Cypriot insurgency that was headed by
EOKA, the guerrilla National Organisation of
Cypriot Fighters, and supported by
Archbishop Makarios III Cyprus’s Ethnarch,
the elected religious and political leader of
the Greek Cypriot population.
Makarios and EOKA had a major influence
upon the majority of the Greek Cypriots’
‘hearts and minds. Harding, as the new
Governor, sought to reverse this process, or
at least find a solution that would be
accepted by all interested parties (Britain,
Greece, Turkey, Cypriots) in a place where
“the law had ceased to function”. Lieutenant
Colonel Arthur Campbell, serving in Cyprus
during the Emergency, observed that “the machinery on the island for waging the campaign
for people’s minds was inadequate, and indeed the problem was never solved. It proved
impossible to conjure out of the air a propaganda organisation that had any chance of
countering the long-term brain-washing of Makarios and his henchmen.” The island became
independent in 1960.
However, in order to understand why British propaganda efforts failed, we have to look into
the colonial government’s attempts to pursue a form of propaganda and psychological warfare
in Cyprus from the beginning of the early 1930s.
Arguably the events of 21 October 1931 were the turning point in Anglo-Greek Cypriot
relations. On that day, after 53 years of British rule in Cyprus, crowds of heavily taxed
Cypriots, impoverished and frustrated, marched outside the Government House in Nicosia,
protesting against their imperial masters. Many were armed with sticks and stones. Colonial
police were summoned. People were shouting, demanding enosis (union) with Greece.
A young Greek Cypriot student climbed the flagpole, took down the British flag, and raised the
Greek one. Soon afterwards, the wooden building was set on fire and burned to the ground.
The lack of sufficient contact – largely due to language barriers – between the administration
and the Cypriots during the first half of British rule (1878-1931) had substantially favoured the
conditions for the dissemination of Greek and Greek Cypriot propaganda. The 1931 riots were
a shock to the colonial government which up until that point was accustomed to believe that
the Cypriots “didn’t have it in them” to cause “serious trouble”.
After the humiliating events of October 1931, the colonial government imposed repressive
reforms in its attempt to reinstate “law and order” in the colony and instil “public spirit” in its
subjects.
Constitutional government in the colony was suspended, the display of the Greek flag was
forbidden, all political parties were banned, ten communal leaders were deported, two
thousand Cypriots were jailed, and the press was severely censored.

In a ‘better-late-than-never’ state of mind, the
colonial government embarked on a series
of ‘experiments’ in cultural influence in the
fields of education and social welfare. These
aimed at convincing the Cypriots of the
significance and benefits of ‘the British
connection’ and persuading them to refrain
from the tiresome-to-British-ears request for
enosis.
Back in London, Sir Stephen Tallents,
secretary of the Empire Marketing Board
(1926-33), published a pamphlet The
Projection of England (1932). Here, he
emphasized the necessity of “studying the
minds of those to whom our projection is
addressed…we must master the art of
national projection and must set ourselves
to throw a fitting presentation of England
upon the world’s screen.”
This, he argued, would promote “good international understanding, within the Empire and
without it”, for the sake of British export trade, tourist traffic, and “in the discharge of our
great responsibilities to the other countries of the Commonwealth of British peoples”.
However, Tallents was leading an operation whose funding, composition, and activities were
often harshly criticised by the more conservative minds of his government.
Tallents, who would prove to be an insightful public relations expert, was actively promoting
the significance of information services within the Empire and the study of conduct of enemy
propaganda. In 1938 he expressed his innovative ideas in reports submitted to the British
government.
However, as one official tellingly commented, in these otherwise fascinating reports, there was
“a good deal that busy minds may skip”.
Indeed, “busy minds” in colonial outposts such as Cyprus, though attempting to re-orient the
Cypriots toward British rule, (for example through the teaching of English as a foreign
language, the circulation of British films and periodicals, scholarship schemes, and so on),
could not succeed when their efforts were short of money and misconceived due to lack of
expertise or simply lack of ‘appetite’ on the part of the colonial staff.
During the Second World War, the colonial government in Cyprus recruited the slogan ‘Fight
for Freedom and Greece’, as part of their propaganda campaign in order to convince the Greek
Cypriots to fight willingly with the British and the Allied forces against the Axis powers.
Cyprus never became a battleground during the War, save for limited air raids.
Conscription was not imposed but Cypriot volunteers formed the Cyprus regiment, fighting in
Greece under British command.
At the end of the War the British administration in Cyprus relaxed the repressive measures
imposed after the October 1931 events. The situation in Cyprus at that point, was not
obviously revolutionary. Public order was not yet in jeopardy. Nevertheless, the atmosphere
was deeply unsettled, and the sentiment of Greek nationalism as lively as it had ever been now
that the lid of repression had been hesitantly lifted.
In a new Cold War context, a debt-ridden Britain, in need of repaying its creditors, namely the
newly emerged super-power the U.S.A., focused upon the exploitation of its colonies.
The ‘minds’ of its foreign subjects, therefore, were hardly at the centre of its concerns.
Meanwhile, in post-war Cyprus, the Church having partly regained its privileges in the early
1940s, transformed itself into a public body that vigorously argued the case for Cyprus’
independence from foreign rule and its union with Greece – renewing the case it had been
making along these lines since 1878.

EOKA’s leader General
Grivas (right of centre) and
guerrilla fighters.
However, the Church’s
campaign against British
colonial rule intersected in
complex ways with Cold War
geopolitics. During the late
1940s, Britain was heavily
involved in Greece, backing
up the Greek monarchical
military regime in its civil war
against communist-led
insurgents.
In Cyprus too, the fear of ‘a
red under every bed’, was
translated into the
government’s attempts to
contain the influence of the local communist political party AKEL (Progressive Party of
Working People). By the mid-1950s, wider global power politics had weakened the British
imperium and the tide of mounting anti-colonial nationalism proved unstoppable.
1930s Palmerocracy (Governor Palmer’s autocratic rule in Cyprus between 1933 and 1939),
and the broken promises of the Second World War, left many Cypriots with grievances. The
government’s attempts to woo the local Greek Cypriot audience provoked harsh criticism,
ridicule and boycotting, “by order of the ecclesiastical authorities”.
During the 1950s, Makarios, using the rhetoric of self-determination and invoking the ideal of
enosis, pursued an ‘enlightenment’ policy that informed local and international publics about
the validity of the Greek Cypriots’ demands in the light of global developments.
His highly effective rhetoric appealed strongly to the Greek Cypriots’ sense of ‘Greekness’,
and long-established ideals and symbols, such as union with “the motherland”, the Christian
Orthodox faith, the Hellenic tradition, democracy and the prospect of freedom from foreign
hands. Makarios was indeed preaching to the converted.
On 1 April 1955, EOKA began its armed campaign against the British colonial forces. Despite
its date of origin, the campaign, which started with a series of bomb explosions across the
island, was by no means a joke. The local government was taken by surprise and the ensuing
‘Emergency’ would last for four years. It was at this point that the long-simmering
psychological warfare between British colonials and Greek Cypriot counterinsurgents reached
fever pitch.
Field Marshal Harding, who had previously fought in both World Wars, tackled the Malayan
Emergency and advised the British government on the Mau Mau Uprising, was on the ground.
The Greek Cypriots now had to be courted or cowed, either by sweet-talk or recourse to fear; a
whole gamut of persuasive rhetoric was deployed for these purposes, and the media were
recruited to influence public opinion.
A particularly popular method of seeking to influence hearts and minds was leaflet
distribution. Harding ordered that pro-government and anti-EOKA leaflets should be
airdropped by plane. Common themes of this literature were EOKA’s violence, terrorism and
the corruption of youth. General Georgios Grivas, EOKA’s guerrilla leader, commented in his
Memoirs that Greek Cypriots were not fooled by British propaganda efforts, and that they
“knew the truth well enough”.
Meanwhile, Harding had re-censored the local press, and ordered the fining and arrest of
counter-leafleteers.

Most of these leaflets were written by PEKA (the Political Committee for the Cypriot Struggle),
which was responsible for the ‘enlightenment’ of the public about the Struggle and for
boosting their morale. Their content, written by Greek Cypriots for Greek Cypriots, was
energetic, often witty and humorous, and definitely an incitement to passive resistance and
sabotage.
These leaflets sought to speak directly to the heart of the Cypriot and were very often pitched
against Harding and his men, with the Field Marshal being ‘adorned’ with nicknames, from
‘Gauleiter’ to ‘Fanfarrón’. PEKA’s leaflets were well-designed to reach their target and
successfully distributed, very often carried secretly in Cypriot children’s skirts or socks, much
to the frustration of the
government’s Security
Forces.

A donkey bearing the
sign ‘My Marshal, I
surrender’ was released
by EOKA into the
streets of Nicosia in
August 1956, ridiculing
Field Marshal Harding’s
demands.

Field Marshal Harding
faced growing criticism
from the international
community as well as
from within the United Kingdom; there were complaints about the methods he used in Cyprus
and murmurings about their lack of effectiveness. He resigned as Governor in late October
1957, to be replaced by the diplomat Sir Hugh Foot. The latter sought an end to the
Emergency, while negotiating with the interested parties for what led to Cyprus’ shaky
independence in 1960.
Interestingly, Grivas wrote that the moment when had Harding stated, at the beginning of his
service, that he intended to apply his past experience to the situation in Cyprus, he had
already lost the fight.
According to Grivas, the British military’s inability to tackle the guerrilla insurgency was
partly due to Harding’s lack of understanding of the psychology of his opponent.
That opponent was not only made up of the EOKA fighters, but also large swathes of the
Greek Cypriot population, which had been assisting the struggle with Makarios’s blessings.
Harding’s old recipe of coercive ‘medicine’ for the people, which included curfews, collective
fines, ‘village bashing’ (destruction of private property), cordon and search operations,
interrogation, incarceration and most notoriously hangings of young EOKA members, “further
aroused the people and hardened its resistance and pushed it towards the close embrace of
the armed struggle”.
This brief history of the emergency in Cyprus makes clear that propaganda and psychological
warfare were treated by the Greek Cypriot insurgents and the British counter-insurgents as
valuable weapons with which to serve their contrasting goals. Future researchers will find
fertile ground in the study of psychological strategy during the British Empire’s ‘small-wars’
An expanded understanding of this topic would not only deepen our knowledge of the history
of ‘the end of Empire’ but could also offer us information on the ‘wars of words’ in turbulent
times, including our own. After all, such ‘Emergencies’ are, unfortunately, far from being
extinct.

Napoleon: The Great General Also Used Propaganda to Boost His Popularity
By Andrew Knighton, War History Online
NAPOLEON Bonaparte was a man of great talent. A skilled general, a cunning politician, and a
charismatic leader of men. Another reason why his image is so firmly etched in history is that
Napoleon was a great propagandist. Napoleon’s first great propaganda effort was part of his
military campaign in Italy in 1796-7. Not yet one of France’s political leaders, Napoleon was a
military commander on the rise. He was given the most responsible position of his career so
far, and he wanted to make sure everyone knew what he had achieved. It was a perfect
opportunity to build upon his ambitions.
It was not his only motive. He recognized the value the media had in reporting on the war
itself. It could increase support among civilians, lift the morale of his soldiers, and damage the
morale of the enemy.
Newspapers produced by and for the army had become a feature of French military life in the
revolutionary period. Napoleon founded two in Italy – the Courrier de l’Armée d’Italie and La
France Vue de l’Armée d’Italie. He had both of them circulated among his troops, but soldiers
were not the only targets for these papers. Copies were sent back to Paris, where excerpts
appeared in the mainstream press.

Beyond the Printed Word
These newspapers were noteworthy for two things. One was the way in which they
emphasized Napoleon’s achievements, talking about successes and ignoring defeats. The
other was the delicate balance they struck. The Courrier appealed to the revolutionary elite
while La France was more conservative in tone. Between them, they could please radicals
while reassuring conservatives.
As Paris was filled with tales of Napoleon’s exploits, it was not surprising artists were inspired
by him. Poets began writing tributes to Napoleon. Playwrights put his adventures on stage.

Sculptors made busts of his head. Painters depicted both the man and dramatic battles he had
led.
From the start, Napoleon encouraged this. He recognized how powerfully the theatre could
move people and kept in touch with what was happening there. He began courting the
attention of painters. Antoine-Jean Gros was a particular favourite who became Napoleon’s
semi-official portraitist.
He produced the first portrait of Napoleon in 1797, as well as the famous image of Bonaparte
on the Bridge of Arcole,
celebrating one of the
general’s successes. Both
were turned into engravings
that sold throughout France
and beyond, spreading
Napoleon’s image.

Bonaparte on the Bridge
at Arcole, Antoine-Jean
Gros, 1801.
Once he became First
Consul and then Emperor,
Napoleon had the resources
to commission the greatest
artists of his day, men such
as Jacques-Louis David, the
man Gros had studied under.
Napoleon’s coronation, his
family, his battles, all would
be immortalized in oils and
shared in engravings. From
the start, he used pictures as
well as words.

Newspapers from
Egypt
Napoleon’s greatest
propaganda coup came from
the campaign in Egypt.
There, his propaganda
reached ridiculous levels of
audacity, making a failed
military campaign look like a brilliant success.
Due to his accounts from Egypt, he made himself look both exotic and scholarly. Even before
he set out for Egypt, Napoleon knew how the expedition would be reported. He recruited over
160 scholars in different fields of study to accompany him.
While this was driven in part by his genuine interest in history and the east, it also served as a
propaganda function. He was going to show himself as a man of the enlightenment, sending
discoveries back home. As in Italy, he produced two newspapers with different angles. The
Courrier de l’Egypt was aimed at the troops and ordinary people back home. It talked about
Egypt’s rich culture, French diplomatic successes, and Napoleon’s military triumphs. It
countered rumours – often true – of his failures.
La Décade Egyptienne was more scholarly, focusing on the expedition’s intellectual
discoveries. Both the low-brow and the high-brow Napoleon were reported on back home. The
impact of these newspapers and Napoleon’s control of information cannot be overstated.

He abandoned a failing campaign, left his army diseased, broken and isolated, yet returned
home in triumph.

Control of the Press
During his rise to power, Napoleon made great use of the free press. The freedom to print what
he wanted allowed him to shape his public image. With it, he warped French perceptions of
reality. Once he became Emperor, he turned against the free press. His was an authoritarian
regime that asserted control over every significant aspect of society. A ruler who had
unleashed the power of the media so decisively could hardly let it be used against him, any
more than he would equip his opponents with cannons and warships.
The result was the establishment of the General Direction of the Book Trade. This body set out
to monitor every aspect of publishing within the French Empire. Every printer, publisher, and
bookseller would be overseen. Everything they published was subject to scrutiny.
A fan since his youth of Julius Caesar, Napoleon would not make that great ruler’s mistake
and let the powers that raised him up stab him in the back.

Napoleon’s farewell to his Imperial Guard, 20 April 1814.
Perhaps believing too much in his own image of greatness, Napoleon over-stretched and his
Empire fell. Having faced military and political defeat, he refused to be beaten in the
propaganda war.
His brief return to glory in the Hundred Days of 1815 restored some of the shine to Napoleon’s
tarnished reputation. Then from his exile in St Helena, he sought to build upon that.
In his island home, Napoleon talked at great length with the men who had accompanied him
into exile. He spoke about his achievements and his failings, often blaming others for his
defeats. In place of the shifting and pragmatic politics of his life, he wove an image of a man
following a consistent vision, trying to create a stable, liberal nation. After his death, these
reflections would appear in several books by different men who had heard him talk. Their
memoirs became Napoleon’s last great act of propaganda, adding to his glory from beyond the
grave.

How Allied bombing and propaganda undermined German morale during WWII
By Centre for Economic Research and Maja Adena Senior Researcher, WZB Berlin
Social Science Centre; Ruben Enikolopov, Rector, New Economic School, ICREA
Research Professor at UPF and Barcelona Institute of Political Economy and
Governance; Maria Petrova, ICREA Research Professor at the Barcelona Institute for
Political Economy and Governance, UPF; Alfa-Bank Associate Professor of
Economics, New Economic School and Hans-Joachim Voth, UBS Professor of
Macroeconomics and Financial Markets. November 19 2020
IN CONFLICTS, adversaries aim for victory by using both direct and indirect forces to break
the enemy’s will to resist. During WWII, Allied forces used strategic bombing and radio
propaganda to undermine German morale. This column compares German domestic
resistance to the Nazi regime, based on treason trial records, with the monthly volume of
bombing and the locations of BBC radio transmitters. Where radio reception was better and
Allied air forces bombed more heavily, German domestic resistance was markedly more likely,
despite the draconian punishments for even the mildest transgressions.
Is the word mightier than the sword? In
most conflicts, adversaries aim for
victory by both direct and indirect
forces, undermining the enemy’s will to
resist. ‘Shock and awe’ – impressive
shows of strength – and propaganda
can be used to rally one’s own side and
to weaken the enemy’s morale.
Rapid, easy victories often rely as much
on military might as on destroying the
enemy’s morale (Horne 2012, Van Creveld 2007). Herodotus tells us how the Persian king
Xerxes I, invading Greece and finding his path blocked at Thermopylae, sent out envoys who
threatened the defenders with massive volleys of arrows that would block the sun. Recent
evidence from WWII suggests that radio could serve as an important means of coordinating
Italian partisan attacks with Allied conventional forces (Gagliarducci et al. 2020).
Nonetheless, how enemy morale can be broken is an open question. While there are numerous
historical case studies, little systematic data exist on the use of tools used to undermine the
enemy’s will or their effects (Beaven 1999, Gregor 2000, Jones et al. 2004, Briggs 1995). In a
new paper, we examine this question using evidence from the most deadly conflict in world
history, namely, WWII (Adena et al. 2020).
Strategic bombing was a key part of the fighting. Allied air forces dropped conventional
bombs with a destructive force equivalent to 230 atomic bombs between 1939 and 1945 (Overy
2014, Hastings 2013). Most of them hit German cities, causing 400,000 casualties. The strategic
bomber offensive also absorbed significant resources, costing the UK 12% of GDP (and the
US, 6%). Losses among Allied aircrew amounted to more than 80,000 dead (Overy 2014).
In the run-up to WWII, military theorists, politicians, and journalists had generally expected air
attacks to be a highly effective tool in breaking the will of the enemy. As Stanley Baldwin, UK
prime minister, said in 1932, “the bomber will always get through” (Hastings 2011).
The air war against Germany is generally regarded as a gigantic failure. John Kenneth
Galbraith, who analysed its effects for the US military after 1945, concluded that it was “one of
the greatest, perhaps the greatest, miscalculation of the war” (Overy 2014).
After 1941, it quickly became clear that pinpoint attacks on industrial and military targets were
impossible because of inadequate technology, poor weather, and vigorous German defence.

In response, both British and US air forces switched to ‘city bombing’ – mass attacks against
the civilian population (Keeney 1988).
While the US paid lip service to the idea of
precision bombing, de facto both UK and US
bomber forces were used for terror attacks. The
devastation wrought was unprecedented in history
– millions of homes were destroyed, hundreds of
thousands of civilian lives were lost, and in the
centres of most larger German cities, few buildings
remained undamaged.
The commander of UK Bomber Command, Arthur
Harris, confidently expected by 1944 that Germany
would soon collapse because of his attacks
(Hastings 2013), making an invasion of the
continent unnecessary.
The German side did not think very differently;
after the firebombing of Hamburg in the summer of
1943, Albert Speer, Minister for Armament under
Hitler, thought that “six more Hamburgs, [and]
Germany will be finished.”
WWII also saw, for the first time in history, the
widespread use of radio propaganda. The Germans
paid Frenchmen and British broadcasters – like the
infamous ‘Lord Haw-Haw’ (William Joyce) – to
spread a mixture of falsehoods and information.
The BBC signed up numerous German émigrés for its programmes. Using high-powered
transmitters in England to reach most of Germany, the BBC combined entertainment with
news and political commentary.
Particularly powerful was the BBC’s use of honest reporting, admitting British defeats before
German radio had even reported its own side’s successes (Briggs 1995). As the war news
worsened for the Axis, many Germans tuned in to the BBC to learn how the war was going.
According to the best estimates, up to 15 million Germans listened in to the BBC.
The air offensive failed twofold, according to the established view. While Germany was being
bombed ever more intensively as the war progressed, armament production continued to
surge until almost the end – the peak of production for most weapons systems was in late
1944 (Overy 2014, Tooze 2008).
Second, no large-scale resistance movement against the Nazi regime sprang up in Germany;
there was no mutiny of sailors and soldiers nor a rebellion by the general public, as there had
been in 1918.

Range, resistance, and resignation
To examine the effects of both bombing and propaganda, we collect data on domestic
resistance in Germany from treason trials. We find that both bombing, and propaganda were
effective in boosting opposition. While there was never unrest on the scale of 1918, this
nonetheless demonstrates that the basic mechanism worked: bombing and propaganda were
effective in undermining support for the Nazi regime.
One reason why the war did not end in revolution is that the Nazi regime cracked down even
harder on all forms of domestic opposition after the war began, fearing a repeat of 1918 (Evans
2009). From 1943, it centralised the jurisdiction over all resistance cases at the People’s Court,
carefully staffed with Nazi judges (Geerling and Magee 2017, Geerling et al. 2015).
We use court records of 640 cases, involving 2,000 defendants, to carefully document when
resistance activity began and combine this information with data on the location of BBC radio
transmitters as well as the monthly volume of bombing in 1,024 locations.

We find that where radio reception was better, and Allied air forces bombed more heavily,
domestic resistance was markedly more likely – despite the draconian punishments in place
for even the mildest transgressions, like telling jokes.
Places easily bombed were closer to US bomber bases in the UK. The further east a German
city was, the harder it was to reach; some cities were out of range for the main long-range
bomber of the US Army Air Force, the B-17. We can use this simple fact to get a sense of how
much bombing and domestic resistance correlated.
Of the over 1,000 locations in our sample, 85% were within the range of the B-17; 53% of these
were bombed during the war. In contrast, of locations out of range, only 9% were bombed –
either by longer-range British planes like the Lancaster bomber or by B-17s with markedly
reduced loads, operating at the extreme outer limit of their range.
Domestic opposition activity overwhelmingly took place in towns and cities within B-17 range
– 94% of all resistance occurred in locations easily reached by UK-based bombers. The picture
below illustrates the basic logic, showing the effective combat range of B-17s from their
bases in East Anglia and the pattern of bombing in Europe and Germany in particular.
We look for discontinuities in the spatial pattern of bombing and resistance. Figure 2 shows
that once the effective range of US bombers was reached, both bomb tonnage and resistance
frequency fell sharply and discontinuously.

Allied bombing and effective range of B-17 bombers
In the upper map, the size of dots corresponds to the overall volume of bombs (tonnage
dropped). In the lower map, black dots indicate unbombed towns and cities (by December
1944). The black line indicates the effective combat range of B-17 bombers by 1943.
To rule out omitted variable biases – such as a targeting of high-value military targets, leading
to incidental attacks on cities – we exploit the variation in bombing volume caused by the
weather. We collect daily data on windspeeds over Germany for every day of WWII. High winds
reduced the effective range of bombers, making it harder to reach targets further east.
We first show that same-day wind negatively predicts bombing volume for targets far from the
UK (where UK and US bombers were mainly based).

At the same time, with reduced operational ranges due to the wind, Allied air forces switched
their bombing to closer towns and cities. We then aggregate wind-predicted bombing to the
monthly level and examine its predictive power for the start of resistance activities.
We find a strong, positive effect of bombing on resistance. Doubling bombing tonnage
increased the number of new resistance cases by an average of 4.8% to 19%, depending on
the estimation method used.
Radio magnified this effect. While not particularly effective on its own, it boosted the effect of
bombing on morale. Where both radio reception was excellent and bombing intensive, many
more Germans chose to resist the Nazi regime – often at the cost of their lives.
Allied bombing also
undermined the morale
of German soldiers.
From 1943 onwards,
officers regularly
reported that their men
came back depressed
from home leave;
emergency postcards
sent immediately from
bombed-out family
members in attacked
cities to men fighting at
the front reassured
them of the survival of
their dearest but also
revealed the scale of
disaster befalling the
Reich (Hastings 1981).
We use detailed records on the performance of 352 German fighter aces to assess the
demoralising effect of bombing, building on data collected by Ager et al. (2017). As soon as a
pilot’s hometown is bombed, we find a strong decline in performance – and the effect grows
with every additional attack. While these pilots typically destroyed around two Allied aircraft
per month before their hometown was bombed, this number went down by 0.5 aircraft on
average per month thereafter.

Creating Resistance
Is violence against civilian populations ever ‘the answer’? Or are, for example, drone strikes
on suspected terrorist camps counterproductive, resulting in the recruitment of yet more
terrorists (Shah 2018, Kattelman 2020, Piazza and Choi 2018)?
In a recent paper, we examine the effect of Allied bombing on domestic resistance against the
Nazi regime in WWII Germany (Adena et al. 2020). Despite the extraordinary effectiveness of
the Gestapo – the German secret police – and the propaganda prowess of the Nazi regime
(Evans 2009), we find that a combination of Allied radio propaganda and military force helped
to create resistance on the ground.
The more German cities turned into rubble at the hands of Allied bomber crews, and the more
easily Germans could listen to the BBC, the clearer it became to them that the war was lost –
and the more likely active acts of domestic resistance became (USSBS 1945).
An important synergy between radio and bombing also suggests that the same level of
resistance could have been produced by better radio transmission and fewer bombs: We
estimate that an increase of one standard deviation in radio signal strength would have had
the same effect as a 25% increase in bombing. In other words, a government’s failure to
protect its own population undermined support in Germany during WWII – as it did in Vietnam
(Dell and Querubin 2018).

The effect of bombing did not stop with the civilian population. We examine the performance
of fighter pilots; whose skill and commitment were essential for success (Ager et al. 2017).
While it is theoretically possible that strong supporters of the regime might have ‘closed
ranks’ and supported it even more in the face of adversity, that is not what we find.
Whenever the hometown of a fighter ace was bombed, his performance suffered –
immediately, and for many months thereafter.
Recent research has already reassessed the military value of the Allied air campaign, arguing
for much greater benefits (O’Brien 2015). Our research suggests that strategic bombing was
not ‘the greatest mistake’ of the war. While no wave of popular unrest swept the Nazi
government from power, the basic mechanism – the destruction of cities demonstrating that
Germany could not win, thus sapping morale – worked as intended. Hermann Goering himself,
the head of the Luftwaffe, told his entourage in 1944 that the war was lost when he saw the
first US Army Air Force B-17 bombers over Berlin accompanied by long-range fighter
escorts).
Both the morale of top performers in the German armed forces as well as of civilians back
home were effectively undermined by the hail of bombs that hit Germany from 1942 onwards.
This does not mean that terror bombing was morally justified or that the same resources could
not have been used elsewhere, perhaps to greater effect; but it casts doubt on the widespread
belief that external pressure will always backfire, galvanising support for the enemy.

A War Correspondent in Indo-China
DON HOOK, , who was born in Sydney in 1935 covered the Vietnam War, the Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, Papua New Guinea’s independence
in 1975, and worked as a media manager at the Sydney,
Athens, and Beijing Olympics. He started work at the
Cairns Post as a copy holder at age 16 and did a stint at
Lismore’s Northern Star before briefly moving to England. He returned to Australia and landed a job with the
Australian Broadcasting Company. Five years later he
covered the Vietnam War, during which he and other
journalists were dropped into Saigon at the height of the
Tet offensive.
I WAS FORTUNATE that I'd had more than 16 years’ experience as a journalist in Australia,
Britain and Papua New Guinea before becoming an ABC News correspondent in south east
Asia in December 1967. I was also fortunate in having had quite a bit of military experience as
a school cadet, a National Serviceman, as an NCO in the Papua New Guinea Volunteer Rifles,
and as a Reserve officer at PNG Command Headquarters.

Many of my fellow correspondents, including a few Australians, were far less experienced in
journalism - and some had no military training whatsoever.
On the eve of the February 1968 Tet offensive in Vietnam, I was in a RAAF Hercules flying to
Singapore from Mauritius with cine-cameraman Neil Davis. We'd spent the previous week in
Mauritius with British troops flown in from Malaysia to quell racial clashes between the
island's Muslim and Creole communities.
About two hours out of Singapore, the captain of the Hercules called us onto the flight deck.
An urgent message was being broadcast by the British Embassy in Saigon stating that a major
attack on the city appeared to be underway. When we landed in Singapore at 4am there was a
message from the ABC to pick up new film stock, batteries and other gear and head for Saigon
as quickly as possible.
A quick check revealed that all commercial flights to Saigon were cancelled. Six hours and
numerous telephone calls later we flew by commercial airline to Penang Island in north-west
Malaysia and then took a taxi to the RAAF Base at Butterworth on the mainland. The news
from Saigon was bad with fighting in and around the American Embassy.
The RAAF kindly gave us space on its regular C-130 supply flight to Vung Tau that left early
the next morning. We were over
Vietnam when we were told the
aeroplane had been loaded
incorrectly and we would have to
land at Phanrang with supplies
for the Australian Canberra
squadron based there.
It was 5pm by the time we
reached Vung Tau. RAAF officers
told us that there were no more
flights to Saigon that day and
arranged transport to take us to
their mess. We'd just loaded 13
boxes of ABC gear - it was in the
days before video tape, satellite
phones and transistors - when the tower advised that a Thai C-123 was about to take off for
Saigon. We literally threw our luggage and ourselves into the aeroplane moments before it
became airborne.
Miles out from Saigon we could see columns of thick black smoke above Tan Son Nhut airport.
Fighter planes flashed in and out of the smoke while American and South Vietnamese
helicopter gunships patrolled the airport perimeter. With the back door open, we dived
steeply for our landing, pulled up quickly and taxied to a high, horseshoe-shaped revetment
where the cargo and passengers were unloaded. Within minutes, the Thais were on their way
back to Vung Tau.
We remained in the sandbag revetment until after dark. There was an almost constant thud of
incoming mortar shells while the sky above was full of flares and tracers, helicopter gunships,
and modified Dakotas blaring out messages in Vietnamese as part of the psychological war
against the Vietcong. It was two hours before transport arrived to take us to an American
officers’ club on the southern perimeter of the huge airport.
A short time later a mortar shell flattened the nearby chapel in which some recent arrivals had
chosen to sleep. I never learned their fate. Welcome to Vietnam! Welcome to the war!
To work in Vietnam a correspondent required very little; a letter from one's employer and a
valid passport - that was about it. One became accredited to the United States Military
Assistance Command (MACV), Vietnam. This entitled one to full co-operation and assistance,
within the bounds of operational requirements and military security. In other words, one could
obtain a uniform, rations and quarters and move about Vietnam using air, water and ground
transportation.

Correspondents received a US Department of Defense non-combatant’s certificate of identity,
a detailed identity card that was supposed to be useful if one were captured by the
Vietcong/NVA. No one believed it would be useful; some thought the opposite would be the
case. But the card was handy, along with one's MACV card, in moving around the country with
the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), and was accepted by the Australian/New
Zealand, Thai, and Republic of Korea (ROK) forces as well as "Free World" aid agencies. At
times, it was also handy in Cambodia and Laos, although both countries issued their own
accreditation documents.
One of the difficulties facing a newly-arrived correspondent was the military jargon, the
acronyms, abbreviations, contractions and other verbal shorthand in wide and constant use.
One had to become used to KIA (later KHA), WIA, MIA, DMZ, LZ, BDA, CA, BEQ, BOQ and
terms such as hot insert, incoming, organic weapon and third world national.
In 1968 the number of foreign
correspondents covering the Vietnam
War peaked at 650, roughly the
equivalent of an infantry battalion. The
Americans allocated the equivalent of
two battalions to look after them. It's
interesting to note that only 27
reporters went ashore with the first
wave at Normandy on D-Day 1944:
almost 50 years later some 2,500
covered Desert Storm.
1968 was a bad year for the Americans
as the number of US troops killed each
month rose from 300 to 500. Television
footage of the Tet offensive had a
profound effect on the morale of the
American people. These and other
factors led to international
condemnation of the war. The socalled My Lai massacre, involving
troops of the Americal Division, also
took place in 1968. It was a bad year too for correspondents. Several died in helicopter
crashes and a number were killed, including three Australians and a British colleague in an
ambush in Cholon on May 5.
The time zone was kind to Australian correspondents in Vietnam; there was only one hour's
difference between Saigon and eastern Australia. For the Americans it was not so convenient;
most had deadlines either late at night or early morning. As an ABC correspondent in Saigon,
my day began about 5am by checking with American and ARVN "briefers" (briefing officers)
on overnight activities. This often-provided stories for the ABC main breakfast/morning news
and current affairs bulletins as well as for Radio Australia which, in those days, operated 24
hours a day.
The remainder of the morning and early afternoon was taken up with developing earlier
stories, interviews with military and political people, occasional visits to the Australian
Embassy and Australian military headquarters, planning trips outside Saigon, office
administration, and shipping film and tapes to Australia or to the ABC's Asian Office in
Singapore.
About 4 o'clock there was the ARVN daily briefing, which usually made extravagant claims
about Vietcong/NVA losses, followed by the American briefing, The Five O'clock Follies, which
made even more extravagant claims about Vietcong/NVA losses.
The American "briefers" were smartly turned-out officers, mostly of major rank, who usually
had served at least one tour of duty in the field. In the main, they were articulate, experienced,
knowledgeable and popular with the correspondents although they freely admitted that "some
people are called to die for their country, while others are called to lie for their country".

It was usually nine o'clock and well past the 6pm curfew by the time I'd checked out facts and
figures, written my stories, and filed them through the Reuter office.
In the field we did what the military did, apart from actually fighting. We carried a lot of
broadcasting equipment in addition to water, rations and our personal gear. As non-combatant
correspondents, we were not supposed to carry weapons and ammunition although we were
often asked to do so. I didn't carry weapons, but I knew correspondents who did...and I knew
some who used them.
The relationship with troops in the field was usually very good. I was often asked if I had to be
in Vietnam. I'd reply: "Not really". I explained that I'd applied for a posting to south east Asia
with the ABC and Indo-China was part of the region. However, I could - if I so desired - return
to Australia at any time. I remember one soldier shaking his head and saying to me: "Man, you
are crazy. If I could go home now, I would. You must be crazy." Another often asked question
related to my pay. "You must be paid a
fortune to work here," they'd say. I'd tell
them I wasn't (which was true) but they
didn't seem to believe me. They'd just
say things like "bullshit mate" or "tell us
another".
In the main I found it was much easier to
get the story, than to get it back to
Australia. Written copy usually was sent
through Reuter and that was quite
reliable. The big problem was with voice
and film reports. It was often impossible
to get a phone line or broadcast circuit
through to Australia. Sometimes I sent
voice reports to the BBC in London and
they were passed onto the ABC. On other occasions, such as when the transmitters were
damaged during the Tet and May offensives, I sent reports on the Voice of America circuit to
New York. They were passed to the ABC's correspondent in Washington who sent them to
Radio Australia in Melbourne, who in turn sent them to ABC News in Sydney.
Apart from the military, correspondents found good contacts among the foreign diplomats,
businessmen, French and Vietnamese journalists, aid workers, missionaries and Saigon
Government officials. I also received a good deal of background information from members of
the International Control Commission that was made up of representatives from India, Poland
and Canada. At one stage I lived next door to an Indian Army signals officer; he was the
source of several good stories as well as providing quick information on currency
fluctuations.
The Vietnam War was "uncensored" in the sense that media people could move virtually
anywhere they wanted and there was no outward censorship of stories, photographs, tapes or
film. There were, of course, certain ground rules under which correspondents could not report
on matters which might place operations in jeopardy.
It was a different story in Cambodia where outgoing stories had to be lodged with the censor's
office. Correspondents soon learned to get around the censor, either by flying out to Bangkok
with their stories, tapes and film or by having them carried out of the country by airline
passengers.
During the early days of the Lon Nol takeover of Cambodia in 1970, several correspondents
were killed as a result of poor military briefings. The aptly named Major Am Rong sent at least
two of my colleagues to their death down the infamous Highway One, having assured them
that the route was safe and under the control of Lon Nol forces.
There were also tragic misunderstandings with ARVN and US forces. A Reuter correspondent
and I accompanied Lon Nol forces when they recaptured the riverside university town of
Kampong Cham.

The Khmer Rouge force was quickly driven out with only a handful of Lon Nol casualties.
Minutes later, low-flying ARVN T-28s began strafing us, killing some 60 troops and wounding
dozens more. For the first time in Indo-China, I thought that I, too, was about to die. Until then,
I hadn't really considered that possibility; I was quite detached from it.
One of the great characters among the
correspondents in Vietnam was the British
journalist Donald Wise, a World War II
infantry officer who was wounded and later
captured by the Japanese in Singapore in
1942. Wise liked Australians, possibly
because of the Diggers he met in the POW
camps; Australians certainly liked him.
One had to spend only a short time with
two of his Aussie mates - the irrepressible
Francis Patrick "Pat" Burgess and Visnews
cameraman Neil Davis - and one would be
splitting one's side laughing at stories
involving Don Wise. Sadly, all three are
now dead. Davis was killed covering a Thai
military coup in 1985; Burgess died in
Sydney and Wise in England, both in the
1990s.
Burgess and Wise were the most unlikely friends. Cambridge-educated Donald, a tall man with
a bristling David Niven-style moustache and erect bearing, was very much the pukka
Englishman abroad - dashing and dapper in his well-tailored tropical clothing. Pat, an IrishAustralian born at Warwick, Queensland, on St Patrick's Day 1927, was big and noisy. Almost
as tall as Wise, he was the bronzed Anzac, the Bondi lifesaver and the street-wise Sydney
larrikin rolled into one. And as for clothing, it was usually Australian or American military
fatigues; occasionally he would dress up in a well-worn correspondent's safari suit.
One of Pat's favourite stories (and mine) was about their visit to the first Australian infantry
battalion to arrive in Vietnam. Donald was wearing a tailored Tiger suit of the (South)
Vietnamese Marines when they arrived at the Bien Hoa base. Two Diggers were on guard at the
entrance. One turned to the other and, cocking his thumb at Donald, said: "Geez mate, we're
saved. Bloody Tarzan's joined us."
Wise later told colleagues that he met the Australian battalion commander and was flown by
helicopter to a forward position. The CSM took him to a bunker and as evening approached
found him a stretcher, mosquito net, and rations. "He did everything apart from tucking me
into bed and kissing me goodnight." Wise said that given his treatment, he could not believe
reports that the Australians were anti-media and disliked journalists.
At dawn, the next morning as the
Australian troops were moving off on
patrol, he heard the CSM being questioned
by a young officer. "Did you make Mr Wise
comfortable and welcome? Yes sir. We put
him right out with the point platoon...like
we do with all those bloody journalists."
Neil Davis and Wise made outrageous bets
with each other as well as sharing a liking
for "black" or sick humour. Tim Bowden,
in his book One Crowded Hour, suggests
this diverted them from the horrors that
shattered other people. Davis had a longstanding bet with Wise that he would be
killed before Davis. It was one of the few
bets Neil lost.

Scratchings Around….a look back at
some of the best of our stories in earlier years
A CIVVY'S TALE (or surviving among the
military)
By Dermod Hill, formerly Deputy Director PR ( Army)
THE UNIFORMED - civilian interface of much of MOD information work has stood the test of
time but, like true love, has not always run smoothly . Is it something about a uniform? Or is
it something about a suit? I noticed the phenomenon first many years ago when I joined the
TA as an elderly private. My father had written a book about his horrendous experiences as a
rifleman in the first world war which, like a dutiful son, I had never bother to read in his
lifetime. But having on impulse got it out of the shelf, I suddenly felt I had missed out on the
military experience. The book, incidentally, was republished in paperback some years ago.
As a TA soldier, I quickly noticed that a whole assortment of people - postmen, dustmen,
clerks, machinists - would put on a uniform on Friday night and suddenly start talking about
******g civvies. In its way, it is a testament to the latent power of the military persona.
Joining up was to prove fateful for me. I was
workings as a staff feature writer for ITV
publications, mainly turning out 14 editions of the
TV Times in its monopoly heyday selling three
million copies a week. With my mortgage and
season ticket in mind, I was also moonlighting in
the evening as a features sub on the Daily Mail
and contributing 'colour' pieces to the Mandrake
page of the Sunday Telegraph. Basically, I was
white with exhaustion, smoking 40 cigarettes a
day, and bad company at home if I got home at
all.
Something had to change drastically. I had
passed the age of 30 and needed a major
restructuring of my life.
At that point I noticed an advertisement
recruiting press officers for the Ministry of
Defence. The TA had proved very absorbing.
So, I put in an application thinking, at worst, the
perch would give me breathing space to consider
other things.
At the selection board, the Civil Service
Commission gave me a copy of the Callaghan
government white paper promising that all revenue from North Sea Oil would be banked in a
separate account so people could see exactly how it was spent to upgrade national
infrastructure. What pie in the sky that was. But I had no difficulty skimming it and
summarising its key points in a would be press release of 200 words while an invigilator stared
at his stopwatch.

At interview, a board member drew my attention to a current news item about a group of army
wives who were protesting vociferously about their treatment by services. The question was,
how would I deflate the bad publicity? My answer was that the last thing I would
contemplate would be putting pressure on the husbands to make the wives shut up.
That would lead to an even worse story. I sensed this was not the model answer.
It was then put to me, cryptically, what would I do if given the job but later proved to be
temperamentally unsuited. My answer was that in that hypothetical case, the last place I
would wish to remain was in the job.
The upshot was that I joined the Defence Press Office as a probationary information officer
one month after Mrs Thatcher came to power, which already made me an anomaly. The Iron
Lady's first act was to handbag the civil service and impose an immediate freeze on all
recruitment. I slipped in only by virtue of the slow pace with which MOD completes its
security and health checks. Six months and a general election had elapsed since being
offered the post and receiving a start date in Whitehall.
In Main Building all the military wore pinstripe suits, so my hand did not twitch to salute as I
walked the corridors. By then, incidentally, I was a Lance Corporal. The problem was that
defence at that time was totally becalmed. Nothing was happening at all. In consequence, in
the press office trivial things were made of much of.
As example, I remember, having to turn my mind to the burning issue of how soldiers should
address officers while playing in the Army rugby team. I could hardly believe the file which
circulated then re-circulated with comments at ever more giddy layers of seniority. Finally,
the matter was resolved, I think at Army Board level, and a 'line to take' prepared. Outcome.
Normal compliments must prevail at all times
Mercifully, the work tempo picked up. A national strike by tanker drivers potentially
endangered essential services. I was delegated to listen in at contingency planning meetings
whereby army fuel tankers were discreetly repositioned and soldiers with HGV licences had
their leave mysteriously cancelled. Soon after, I was trusted to attend bi-lateral MOD
/Northern Ireland Office meetings which oversaw security operations . For a recent journalist
like myself, this was fascinating stuff.
I was genuinely impressed by the clarity of much of the policy making process. Meanwhile
the crisis on the future of Rhodesia began boiling up nicely.
And then one
evening, minutes
after the day staff
left and handed over
their files to me as
duty night press
officer, the phone
rang to let me know
the IRA had planted
a bomb in RAF
Uxbridge.
A media stampede
ensued. I was soon
under siege by
furious journalists.
At Uxbridge, basically the gate had been shut and the press, with acres of space and airtime
to fill, had been told to clear off. For the first time, I realised I had a proper job. Laboriously,
using the MOD's private trunk telephone network, I gleaned what had actually happened.
There was a public right of way through the base, so a small gate in the fence was always left
unlocked.

I had a security farce on my hands. But then I discovered that a MOD policeman who had
spotted the bomb had shifted it with his bare hands away from an accommodation block. So, I
also had a hero. My course of action was therefore clear in a flash. Draw a veil over one
and shine a light on the other. ( Editor’s Note. One of our RAF members indicates the bomb
was moved by the Station Warrant Officer)
Maddeningly it took hours of patience and persistence to get this agreed. But at last, by 8.a.m.
next morning as the day staff trickled in, a picture facility was finally in train, my log
summarising 12 hours telephoning was as long as War and Peace. But the coverage had
swung our way. I was blooded as a defence press office at last. But little did I realise my real
education had not yet begun.
In the small print of my terms of employment my post was described as a 'mobile grade'.
Blink and you would miss it. So, I had really not expected, at one month's notice, to be asked
to take my children out of school and transplant them and my shocked wife and our pet cat
Lucy to live with the army in Germany for three years . Why the rush? A staffing gap had
arisen on the eve of the major autumn field exercise. Why the gap? Shrouded in mystery.
They eat press officers over there it was rumoured.
We arrived in our Citroen Dyane crammed with out moveable possessions at mid-evening at a
small block of flats with a broken-down central boiler, situated in a village of 400 souls by a
windswept lake 10 miles from the nearest
town and 40 miles and a two-staged bus
journey from the nearest army secondary
school.
More to the point, I was now a CIVVY.
My TA comrades would not have been
proud of me. Though not strictly the
Oxford Dictionary definition, it is common
knowledge in the army that a civvy is a
substandard species. But in Germany he
is one of almost of mythological
proportion. Lavish allowances, easy
terms and obscenely generous perks are
widely believed to be showered on these
offending interlopers. Retribution is
inevitable and only fair.
Subtly, only the least desirable quarters
will be available. The broken boiler
obstinately continued to break down
throughout a severely cold winter. We
shared a floor with a Canadian officer and
his family, lovely people but also verging
on the substandard, though not
technically civvy.
The field exercise duly took place during
three weeks of continuous discomfort and
rainfall until field manoeuvres had to be abandoned because damage to the farmland caused
by armoured regiments practising war was too much for the population, and too expensive
for the compensation budget.
I arrived back at my shared office in the divisional headquarters about 100 miles away and was
immediately flabbergasted to read an open signal issued from the Corps headquarters in
Bielefeld complaining about excessive overtime claims by civilian information staff and
ordering the divisional administration to strictly curb such claims in future.

Being a journalist, I had never claimed overtime in my life. Paid overtime was not in the
journalistic culture although dreaming up expenses afterwards in the bar was.
Basically, you stayed with the job till it is finished. I was so cross that for the first and last
time as an Army PR officer I grabbed a sheaf of forms and immediately sent in a claim for 2000
deutschmarks.
As time went by things mellowed considerably. The job in Germany was quite different from
that in the press office in Whitehall. There, it was the role of the press officer, while others
were preoccupied with innumerable distractions, to keep absolutely focused on the
communication issues, to give clear and reasoned advice on suitable courses of action, to
push it without timidity at whatever level was necessary, then carry out the necessary work
professionally.
In Germany, the job was essentially generating local boy good news stories to send to the UK
press. The army did not want people with delusions of information management or
aspirations of advising generals in tricky corners, they wanted column inches of good,
uncritical publicity.
Not all civilians understood that. Some information officers also confused equivalent status
with real ranks and quickly came a cropper. Others, to my personal strong disapproval,
would show up at field exercises wearing bits and pieces of combat uniform. To me, it
signified they had no confidence in their real role or identity.
During the remainder of my tour, with the help of the BFBS staff in Cologne, I learned the
radio business and multiplied my output of stories exponentially. No matter how muddy the
location, I made it my
business to turn up
everywhere in a suit, even
parodying my civil service
status by carrying an
umbrella, a fantastically
useful appendage,
incidentally, in wet place.
I remember being
stopped in a muddy field
by a colonel. His combat
trousers were saturated in
mud up to the knee,
rainwater was dripping off
his beret in a channel
through his open necked
shirt.
I was wearing rubber
boots, and stout riding Macintosh, and of course had the brolly. He remarked that I was the
only sensibly dressed person in BAOR.
At social events, I was still frequently bearded about my fabled allowances. But I would simply
reply - what did they think I ought to do, give the allowances back to the Ministry? This
absurdity always ended the topic on an amicable note.
At the end of my tour, I had developed a genuine and enduring respect for the army and an
appreciation of the difficult life soldiers, and their families, lead. My wife founded a Brownie
pack and was appointed supervisor of the garrison playgroup.
A civilian is not a soldier and will eventually pursue quite different paths. But when we work
together with mutual respect, it is an unbeatable relationship.
I returned to Whitehall on promotion, and thus began to become more involved in those other
intriguing aspects of a large Whitehall department, its political life and its huge involvement in

science and research, not least atomic research. Later I experienced two years
unaccompanied as chief information officer in Northern Ireland before becoming Command
PRO for UKLF , then Deputy Director Army PR, a post which now no longer exists.
I had many scrapes and near misses, but I enjoyed the experience hugely and it has left me
with some outstanding memories.
The development of the TAPIO Pool has been one of the major plusses. Under Alan Prothero
and COs like Mike Peters it grew not only in size, but in ambition and training, later being
tested in the Gulf War where TAPIO exploits need no repetition here. Here, perhaps, lies the
idea solution to military PR. A fully integrated military unit with the complete range of
professional skills and an accumulated depth of experience.
TAPIOs and I, of course, have not always seen things eye to eye. I remember particularly one
senior TAPIO coming into my office in Main Building to make phone calls before going out to
Saudi Arabia. By coincidence I was taking a phone call from the deputy editor of the Sun and
was overheard telling him in abrupt terms to go away and stop pestering me. The TAPIO
looked at me as if I were a lunatic on the loose. PR people do not talk to editors like that. But
as I had said above, it is all to do with being confident in who you are and what you are doing.
The Sun had the idea of installing mobile fax machines in the desert so that our boys could
instantly send letters to their loved ones - via of course the Sun news desk. They did not see
why I could not grasp the brilliance of the scheme and phoned me constantly to check the
progress of the proposal.
Also, there being a war on, I was pretty pressed myself. At that time, I was liaising with the
Department of Health to produce a media plan for the overflow of desert casualties which
would affect UK civil hospitals. I also had a list of no less than five fly-on-the-wall television
producers who want to be granted access to field hospitals as the bodies came in.
Bodies were certainly expected, but thankfully did not come in the numbers predicted.
Meanwhile, as a civvy I was issued with a wire sprung bed frame and a mattress and was told I
was expected to sleep in the office for the duration of the war. This being Main Building, and
the month being February, naturally the centrally heating broke down completely for two
weeks. I realised then that Defence PR was a young man's game, and I would not last there
forever. But I did make sergeant in the TA.

A baptism of Fire in Bloody Aden.
Major Gerry Nicholas was one of the most prolific of TAPIO journalists. He found,
photographed and dispatched thousands of stories and filled many a provincial
newspaper page.
First commissioned into 9th Battalion the Manchester
Regiment TA, where after five years and filling the role of
company 2/ic Gerry transferred to the Pool of TA Observers
in 1967.
A RADA trained actor, he is an accomplished musician and
under the stage name Gerry George has appeared in films,
on TV and in numerous commercials.
Much in demand in his persona of Britain’s greatest war
leader he played in Churchill: the Hollywood Years; in the
Dutch saga Wilhelmina; in Luxe Vide Pictures production
Callas Onassis in Italy and the Tiger Aspect TV
documentary The Plot to Kill Hitler. Here he relates his journey as a young journalist
to Aden during the Emergency.

THE MEDIA COVERAGE of Libya and the Arab Spring sparked my memories of warring Arabs.
It was in late 1967 when I flew out to Radfan Camp in Aden as a TA Observer Officer – the
forerunners of the TAPIO Pool - where I was hosted by 1st Battalion The Lancashire Regiment
then under command of my former Brigade Major, Lt Col Peter Downward. He was later to
become a Major General and command West Midlands District based in Shrewsbury.
The Lancashires were to leave Bloody Aden as the Army’s most decorated battalion. They won
a DSO, two Military Crosses, three Military Medals, an MBE, six Mentions in Dispatches and
three Commander in Chief’s commendations. They were also to lose a young officer and three
other men killed, five were severely wounded and many more hospitalised.
I reported the Battalion deploying on Cordon & Search Operations in Steamer Point, and in the
“Beverly Hills” squatter camp, and while they were on the ground trying to Keep The Peace in
a “tinder box” of a town.
My six days in Aden produced full broadsheet pages in a string of provincial newspapers,
such as the Ashton-Under-Lyne Reporter Weekly Series, where I first trained, the Oldham
Evening Chronicle (where shortly afterwards I became a staff reporter), the Rochdale
Observer, the Lancashire Evening Post and the Southport Visitor; not to mention Yorkshire
publications, such as the Sheffield Telegraph and Star, Leeds Examiner and the Huddersfield
Examiner.
This in addition to an exclusive on Lieutenant Martin Scrase - two Arab bullets popped the
buttons on his shirt but left him with only two grooves across his chest which made a top of
page, with photo, in all the UK tabloid dailies and a feature and picture, in the Daily Telegraph.
I mailed nearly 300 individual picture-stories to UK weekly newspapers that week. My policy
was not to use the same hackneyed SLR shot and story going out to every publication. Each
one was tailored to the individual and included a link or contrast his former civilian calling with
his job in the Army. I repeated this formula in my Army travels and assignments and found it
achieved the maximum mileage. There is no substitute for seasoned news judgment.
It wasn’t success all-the-way, in Aden. I recall my embarrassing moment reminiscent of an
episode of “Some Mothers Do 'Ave 'Em.” On arrival in Aden, I was ushered into Government
House to interview and be briefed by the High Commissioner.

To my embarrassment I promptly fell asleep in the course of his one- on-one opening
discourse. My excuse: I had just got off the plane and - what with the noonday sun, and the jetlag his droning voice sent me into a deep trance. He was, however, a real gentleman and
making light of the incident packed me of to rest saying that it would be better if I came back
on another occasion!
I was to meet up with Welsh giant, RSM “Tacker” Davies - the former WO1 in my own Ashtonunder-Lyne TA unit, the 9th Manchesters, who had been slotted back into the Regulars. He
twice saved my skin. He leapt out of our patrol vehicle like a Welsh centre heading for the
England touch line brandishing his side-arm and dispelling a bunch of rioters who had
ambushed us in broad daylight
on the Mahlah Straight, They
were hell-bent on turning the
vehicle over.
Later, accompanying a threeman town patrol I came under
sniper fire. It was then that I
experienced that feeling of just
how wide my back was and
what a target it makes.
One of the Army’s PR officers
in Aden was Major Onslow
Dent who was to go on to work
at HQ Land and was a leading
player in the Unit Press Officer
courses set up for the Northern
Ireland Troubles.
Unfortunately, we didn’t meet up that time as I was working through Major John Chartres, my
TA Observer boss.
Onslow’s name as the Army spokesman was often in the Aden news though I didn't come
across him during the business in Crater, but I did see “Mad Mitch” in action. Although I
wasn't up-close-and-personal at the Mansura breakout, I did also witness some of the
Parachute Regiment actions, albeit from afar, and thanked my lucky stars that they were on
“my” side.
Before returning to UK, I sat alongside Lt Colonel Downward in the cockpit of a Beaver
airplane as he piloted me over the desert to keep tabs on an outlying rebel-held strong-post at
Mukeras, in the wadis. Peter had, unusually for a soldier, won a Distinguished Flying Cross in
Korea working alongside the US Air Force.
Earlier that week, one of my former 9th Manchester colleagues, Pte Roland Aspin collected the
base-plug of a Russian F2 grenade, in his sit-upon. The shrapnel wound was in a sore place,
but he lived to fight another day.
In one massive Cordon and Search operation, in Aden old town - despite the explosive
atmosphere - the massing children at the front of the rioters, apparently defused the situation.
Then seconds later, they parted to let through a rush of manic rioters. In the background the
children’s’ cries of welcome suddenly reverted to the sinister chanting of “Nasser Tam Mam”
as they began to scrabble in the dust for missiles to throw.
The Battalion second-in-command, Major Ken Preston, who was with me at the time explained
that this happened as a matter of routine. It was sad, because the Lancashire Lads were out
there trying to win heart-and-minds ….but, obviously, fighting a losing battle.
Says Gerry: This was a different experience of service life. I spent my National Service in the
RAF and, nearly all of my time, bored to tears on Christmas Island. That’s another story for a
future publication. r. My time in Aden sold me on media ops as a military career. In the years
that followed I travelled widely with the Army publicity effort. We had a different set of
parameters from today but, basically, the job is much the same - though with a higher
recognition at senior level. If only I was 21 again, and with the 20-20 vision of hindsight!

